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This Day

“Just in case you missed something”
Hope you all enjoyed the performer last
night and had a good time. Some of the
(Belgian) players found their way tot
the Don Bosco Bar this year which is
starting to become the unofficial partyplace on Friday.
With the weather much better than
expected the second day starts off in
a good mood. No big surprises in the
Open 1, with the four favorites, CUSB
La fotta, Cota Rica, Cobra Kai and
Freespeed rising up to the expectations
and becoming group winners.
In Open2, our hometeam Freezzzbeezzz keeps up the winning mood,
They win every game they play and
place themselves in the Semis without
much trouble. In the ladies division, we
watched Hot Beaches win from Better
Half of Mixed with 6-8.
Two big games at 13.30h. unfortunately, all the teams were already sure
of their place in the semis, so gameplay
could have been edgier. At field 7 CUSB
La fotta and Costa Rica play an all italian game. Both teams play gently and
at ease, resulting in a 9-6 victory for
Bologna. Last years finals get a repeat
at the same time with Kobra Kai and
Freespeed playing eachother on field 5.
This time Freespeed takes the upperhand with a 6-10 victory.
Bad luck for Sun, as one of their players
breaks his leg and has to be taken to
the hospital. Let’s all hope he’ll be fine.
On The ladies of PlanB played a very
tight game against U2F turning an 8-8
in a 9-8 victory with a very intense last
point.

In the challenge games only Diabolic
Heaven manages to jump to the upper pool by beating Chronical Diziness
with (score). On Field1 Ireland X can’t
get to Heidees, but both teams give us
a great game of ultimate, really suspensefull and with a real good spirit.
The Day ends with a whole bunch of
quarterfinals. Ready for the semi-finals
in first are Cobra Kai, Freespeed, CUSB
La fotta and Vibration Old Stars, after
winning from Cota Rica with 9-8. Second Division’s semi-finalists are Diabolic
Heaven, OUF, Sun and Freezzzbeezzz.
In the Ladies Division favourites Hot
Beaches get kicked by The Swiss National Team who play the Semi-Finals
next to CUSB The Dumpz, Better Half
of Mixed and the Swiss National Team.

SOTG

“Hard playing and big spirit should go
hand in hand”
Just a little reminder to all of us: let’s
keep the spirit up. Spirit of the game
has always been one of the foundations
of Ultimate Frisbee, and we really want
to keep it that way.
For both players and public, games are
much more fun when played fair and
nice, even at the highest level. It’s the
way we roll.

“Partyhardy”
Let’s hope you all brought your dancing gear and party mood because
tonight again we present our aprésfrisbee fiesta in JH Comma. Dj Smirnoff
will pull out his biggest dancefloor
bombs and their will be lots of Belgian
Beer. This year we don’t have a shuttle because we believe you are all fit
enough to make the walk down to JH
Comma. For those of you who are to
lazy, you can find the number of the
Taxiservice at the helpdesk or in the
booklet.
Last year we drank JH Comma’s complete supplies, so this year we insisted
they ordered more for this years edition. So let’s not disappoint. Last man
standing will be the party hero!
Dick D’alaises playlist
“Shit you should listen to according to
our field DJ”
Primus – Tommy the Cat
Syl Johnson –Is It Because I’m Black
Cannonbal Adderley – Snakin in the
Grass
Marlena Shaw – California Soul
Willie Bobo – Always There
A Tribe Called Quest – Check the
Rhyme
Gorillaz - Kidz With Guns
Nucleus – Roots
The Raconteurs – Steady as She Goes
Billy Frazier – Billy Who?

Highlight games

“Quite Obvious really…”
Open 2: Finals 13.30 pitch1
Ladies: Finals 14.40 pitch1
Open1: Finals 15.50 pitch1

Weather Forecast

“Hopefully more accurate than yesterday”
Unless the forecasts are wrong again
sunday should be dry but a bit cloudy,
with some wind blowing from the East.

